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behavior of the conirol animals. On the open field the eJj'e ,t of si ress is also siudi d.
On the open field the animals uiere test ed two iim es, i Tl, th stress and uiuler normal
conditions. In each trial seven variables were measu red to describe the animals ' mooem eni on
the field. The linear model with rarulom intercepi is used to model eacli of the s ven variables
separately. lt was [ound oui that stress aJj'ects the beluiuior in th similar way as the QNP
treatment, but its effect is weaker. Th e effeci of QNP treaimeni 1:S significant for all of the
seven uariables, the effect of stress only fOT three of iliem.
In the water maze each animal was m easured 24 times, th e m easurem en is utere realized in
four days. The frailty model, i. e. Cox proportional hazards model wi th rarulom efJects, was
used to model the time which the animals need to jitul the liulden platjorm. Jt 1:S conc lud.ed
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Abstrakt: Tématem této práce je studium vlivu psychické nemoci "o bsedantně-nutkavá POTU-
cha", indukované pomocí chemické látky quinpirol (QNP) , na chování hlodavců. Krysy byly
testovány v Morrisouě vodním bludišti a ve volném prostoru s domá cí základnou. Ve volném
pTOStOTU byl sledován i vliv stresu.
Při pokusech ve volném prostoru byl každý hlodavec měřen dvakrát, ve stresových a v nor-
málních podmínkách. Pohyb zvířat v prostoru byl popsán pomocí sedmi proměnnúch: Každá
z nich byla modelována zvlášť, použili jsme lineární rnodel s náhodnýrn absolutním členem .
Ukázalo se, že stres ovlivňuje chování hlodavců podobně jako QNP, ale jeho vliv je slabší. Vliv
ošetření quinpirolem byl prokázán pro všech sedm proměruiúch; zatímco vliv stresu j en pro tři
z nich.
Ve vodním bludišti byl každý hlodavec měřen 24-krát v průběhu čtyř dní. K modelování
času, který hlodavec potřeboval k nalezení skTyté plošiny, byl použit frailty model, tj. Coxův
regresní model s náhodnými efekty. Zjistili jsme, že proces učení probíhá podobně U hlodavců
ošetřených pomocí QNP a u kontrolních zvířat. Naopak paměť ošetřených hlodavců j e vý-
znamně horší.
Pro testování podmodelů při užití frailty modelů byla navržena simulační m etoda a j ejí
výsledky byly porovnány se známými postupy.




Obsessive-compulsive di sorder (O CD ) is an anxiety d isorder . It is manifested in a vari ty of
forms, but is most commonly character ized by a subject's obs ssiv drive to p rfo rm a par-
ticular task or set of tasks. To other people, t hese tasks may appcar unncccssary and stupid ,
e.g. repeatedly checking that one's parked car has been locked b for leaving it Ol' repeatedly
washing hands at regular intervals throughout the d ay. But for t he pat ient, such tasks can
be felt critically important, and must be p erformed in particular ways for fear of dire conse-
quences and to stop the stress build up. It is est imated that in t he Uni ted St at es two to t hree
percent of the population display OCD-like symptoms . Violence is rare amorig OCD patients,
but the disorder often decreases the quality of life. Also , the psychological se lf-aware ness of
the irrationality of the disorder can be painfu l. For p eople wi th severe OCD , it may take
several hours a day to carry out the compulsive acts. More ab ou t this di sease can be found
e.g. in [11] .
To study the effect of disease on behavior under different types of cond it ions and to develop
effective therapies, the animal model is used in some cases, instead of human exper iments .
In this study the impact of stress on the OCD complications is followed , using t he chron ic
quinpirole-induced compulsive checking model in rats. The rodents behavior under stress
conditions is studied in two different environments. On an open field their motion and move-
ment with respect to home base was monitored. And, in a Morris water maze their orientation
and learning skills are observed.
Data
In the experiment, 23 rats were included. To 11 of them the quinpirole (QNP) was admin-
istered to induce the chronic compulsive checking behavior. More precisely, t he quinp irole
(0.5 mg / kg) was administered twice a week for five weeks. It alters rodents ' b ehavior on t he
open field to a phenotype that satisfy criteria for compulsive checking (see [7]). To t he rest
of the animals the saline solution was applied for contro1. The whole procedure is describ ed
in [3] in details.
First, the rats were measured on an open field with home base. The open field is a square
table divided into 25 square parts (fields). One of these parts is called the home base. The
QNP-sensitized rats displayed unique motor routines , they revisit the home base excessive ly
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and rapidly, when compar d to cont rol animals. h -
variables.
• Locomotion act ivity.
h· 1 r \ ' s d - .r ib " I usin . 11 X v 11
• Total number of visited fi lds i.e. t tal II imb -r f isiL f é II fi 1L (1' bl l total ft ld ) .
• Average number of visi ted fi lds betw -en w visi s f h 111) b: . - (lé
• Rate of return to t ll home base was set a' r : t i of ob rv J I é nd XI - t -d nun I' f
visits (labeled 02e). T he expected IIu IIIb r of vi. it s was IIIPI I t - I a: t t 'll II 1IIIb I' of
visited fields divided by number of fi lds.
• Return time, i.e. average time of walk (b twe II two vi 'iL-' of h ru 1, . e lab 1 I tim e) .
• Number of visits in t he home base (labeled hotne base).
• Average duration of home base visi t (lab 1 d duratio77J)' This variabl - was point dout
as the most important for character izing the behavior .
aur aim is to study the effect of st ress Oll the quinpirole-induced O C D. Most of t he an imal
were measured twice, under normal conditions and after 011e hour spent in a small box , which
induces stress in rats . Half of the rats were measured first under norrnal condit ions and then
under stress conditions, while for the second half the order was rev rsed. T he interest is in
comparing the QNP-sensitized rats' behavior under these two types of condit ions and t hen
in connection with differences in behavior of cont rol animal . A clisadvantage is t hat t he
information about the order of the measuremen.ts for one particular animal is not at di sposal.
Note that one control animal was measured only under st ress condit ions and for two QNP-
sensitized animals only measurements under normal condit ions are availab le. The value of
locomotion activity is missing for one animal.
The summary statistics of characteristics measured on the open field can be found in t able 1.1.
Second, the animals were tested in a water maze. It is a round water t ank with a hidden
platformo The rat can swim but it is stressed by the water and wants to find the p1atform
as quickly as possible. Each rat was put to the t ank repeat ed1y and its learning process and
spatial memory were studied.
The same anima1s as on the open field were taken in this exper iment, excep t one QNP-
sensitized animal. It means in the water maze 10 QNP-sensitized and 12 contro1 anima1s
were inc1uded . Each anima1 was measured 24 times, t he measurements were done in four
days, six times each day. The time needed to find the p1atform was recorded. Anim a1s fai1ing
to find the platform within 90 seconds were placed on the platform and 1eft t he re for about
fifteen seconds to orient. So the data are right censored. There are 26 % censorings in t he
QNP-sensitized animals and 13 % censorings in the cont rol animals.
On figure 1.1 the mean profiles oftime needed for finding the platform are plot t ed. In t able 1.2
the summary statistics in the different tria1s are recorded.
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Variable Treat rn. Coridit ions 111. 1 t Qu. - 1ian ~é II 31' I Q 1. . x.
Locomotion Q NP stre s 234.7 390. 469.3 2 . 511 . 557.2
no str . s 241 .4 311 .2 1.7 17.3 99 6 3.9
saline stress 86.7 119.2 16.9 1 7.3 175 .1 204.6
no stress 81.6 102 .6 123 135.1 13 .1 265 .2
Total fields QNP stress 653 1180 1514 1420 1669 1 4
no stress 588 761 127 h 1172 1505 1761
saline stress 63 96.8 117 .5 148. 173.3 366
no stress 58 96 133 151 173 306
Fields QNP stress 224 287 325 325 .1 369 428
no st ress 84 180 230 220 .1 258 333
saline stress 5 9.2 11.5 15.2 18.2 40
no stress 4 5.5 6 12.9 15 46
o2e QNP stress 3.9 4.9 5.8 6. 1 6.4 9.7
no stress 1.4 3.6 5.2 h 3 7.1 8.7o.
saline stress 1.1 1.5 2.2 3 2.7 10.7
no stress 0.7 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.5 3.9
Time QNP st ress 5.2 5.8 6.9 7.1 6.9 11
no stress 2.4 6.7 8.1 9.4 11.1 20.6
saline stress 1.5 25.1 35.9 53.3 47.9 241.2
no stress 12.3 33 51.6 64.7 92. 4 137.1
Rome base QNP stress 1.6 2.9 3.3 3.4 4.1 5.3
no stress 1.9 2.5 3.8 5.2 5.9 16
saline st ress 1.4 7.5 10.2 14.1 16 55 .9
no stress 5.4 9.8 15.7 15.3 19.1 31
Duration QNP stress 3.1 3.2 3.7 4.4 4.1 10.2
no stress 3.8 4.7 8.2 9.1 11.9 17.8
saline stress 64.3 166.6 270.7 287 357. 4 635.4
no stress 66.2 204.5 497.1 428.1 562. 8 873.4
Table 1.1: Summary statistics (minimum, maximum, mean, median and the first and the




































Figure lol: The mean profiles of the time that animals need to find the platformo Dashed
lines are for QNP-sensitized and solid lines for control animals, The vertical lines separate
different days, The censoring was ignored.
6
Day Trial Trt. #c ns . 111 . 1st Qu. 31' I Qu . . x .
1 1 QNP 5 0.44 10'4J6 63. 51.7 90 90
sa line 9 17. 9.79 90 3.29 90 90
2 QNP 6 .0 3' .69 90 6 h . 9 90
sa line 5 0.56 5 .61 7 .1 65.17 9 90
3 QNP 5 15.24 40.99 9.16 67 . 2 90 90
saline 6 O 14.97 64.2 52.95 90 90
4 QNP 4 1.8 8.25 30.52 4.4 90 90
saline 5 2.8 40.27 73.9 61.1 90 90
5 QNP 3 O 11.1 82 .6 hr: .57 89 .6 90
saline 4 O 6.12 16.48 39 .04 90 90
6 QNP 5 1.12 10.82 64. 51.54 90 90
salirie 5 O 6.86 60 .88 49.9 90 90
2 7 QNP 2 O 20.7 23.88 38.73 55 .74 90
saline 2 O 12.79 31 .32 41.82 79.83 90
12 QNP O O 3.06 12.66 22.68 43.95 66.36
soline O O O 2.02 5.31 8.49 21.16
3 13 QNP 2 2.48 7.19 29.48 41.25 80.23 90
saline O O O 0.42 3.01 4 .06 18.08
18 QNP 1 O 4.65 6.44 19.68 27.67 90
saline O O O O 1.84 1 11.92
4 19 QNP 3 O 2.12 7.42 37.48 88.38 90
saline 1 O O O 9.77 0.6 90
20 QNP 3 1.6 2.3 5.3 4 31.41 73.68 90
saline O O O O O O 0.04
21 QNP 4 2.56 7.24 26.9 43.66 90 90
saline O O O O 0.51 0.2 3.4
22 QNP 2 O' 4.49 12.3 37.42 80.11 90
saline O O O O 1.3 0.92 8.28
23 QNP 3 O 1.91 9.08 30.93 71.41 90
saline O O O 0.1 2.26 1.85 11.72
24 QNP 4 1.84 4.31 16.94 41.01 90 90
saline O O O O 0.81 1 4.32
Table 1.2: Summary statistics for variables measured in the water maze (number of censored
measurements, minimum, maximum, mean, median and the first and the third quar tile). The




2.1 Open field exper-iment
In the open field experiment , the main interest lies in checking wh ther the stress inftuences
the rodent's behavior. The seven measured variables are analyzed separately, using linear
mixed effects rnodel.
For the most of the animals two observations are at disposal (for each variable) , 011e rneasure-
ment under no stress and the second under stress conditions. Let T~ be the number of animals
included in the experiment. The two observations for one animal are correlated. To model
this correlation, the random intercept specific to the animal is included into the model. The
value of variable of interest for the j-th measurernent of the i-th anirnal is modeled as
Yij == Ci + X~jf3 + Eij, i == 1, ... ,Tl" j == 1,2. (2.1 )
Here, the vector of random effects ( == ((1, ... ,(n) is vector of independent normal distributed
random variables with zero mean and variance ()2. The X ij is vector of explanatory variables,
including 1 as its first element , and f3 is vector of parameters to be estimated, their lengths are
equal to p. The random errors Eij 's are entirely independent and independent to the vector
(, and they are normaily distributed with zero mean and variance equal to 0- 2 .
From this model it follows that the covariance of the two observations for one animal is equal
to ()2, observations for different animals are uncorrelated, variance of each observations lij is
equal to ()2 + 0- 2 . The expected value of Yij is equal to X~j(3, and the random variable Yij is
normaily distributed. Ol', if the Yij are arranged in one vector Y , the model can be writ t.en
as
(2.2)
where x is matrix with Xij as rows, and the element Zkl of the matrix z is equal to 1 if the
k-th element of the vector Y corresponds to the l-th animal, and it is equal to O elsewhere.
Based on model (2.2), the likelihood function is derived and the unknown parameters f3,
0- 2 and ()2 are estimated by its maximization. For obtaining unbiased estimators of random
errors, the restricted maximum likelihood estimators can be used, instead of the maximum
likelihood.
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To test whether all fixed effects should II - ' . é ril b - in .lud 'cl in th - ITl 1 Li. , t
• I
whether some of param et ers in f3 ar qual o O th - lik elih 1 r: ti 1' -d. Fr ln
classicallikelihood t heory it follows t hat th diffe I' ll' f 1 r-Iik -lih ds f tw n 1110d I
multiplied by (-2) has X2 distrib u tion with number of dcgrees f fre 111 qu I h
difference of degrees of freedom in t hese two model '.
If we are interested in t he necess ity of the random ffe ·t in t he ITl cl -1 th - d istribution of
likelihood ratio test statistics is more cornplicated . T he test '1, .tually rn -,( 11S t hat it is t d
whether the variance parameter e2 is qual to O Ol' n t . B -Cé use O lie..' on t h - b Ul1 lary of
parameter space [0 ,(0) , using t he X2 di s t ri buti II with 1 d -gr -'es f free lom wo tld b to
conservative. It was showed that, for our case of test ing wh o t ll r 011e r' nd ln eff ct i ' u. ful,
the mixture of two X2 distributions with one and zero degrees of fr edom is rnor appropriate
and, in contrast to the inference for fixed effects the I' stricted maximum likelih od can b
used to evaluate the test statistics , as is shown in [4] . So in t hi s study t he maximum likeli hood
is used to test of necessity of the fixed effects, and the r st r icted maximum likeli hood is used
to test of the necessity of the randem effect . T he presented parameter est irnat s ar based on
the restricted maximum likelihood.
Details about mixed effects models methodology, including more gell ral cases, can be found
in [10] .
Remember that the likelihood estimation is based on the rnodel (2.2) , where t he norrnality of
observed var iab le is assumed. Checking this assu mp t ion is p rob lematic in t he case of m ixed
effects model. But when the interest is only in the inference for t. he fixed effects, as in our
study, valid conclusions are obtained even when the norm a.lity of random effects is viola t ed ,
see [9] .
To detection of possible outliers in the dataset t he rnodel without random effec t is used , i.c. t he
model
Yij == X~j(3 + Eij , i == 1, ... , 'n, j == 1,2 , (2.3)
where Eij 's are independent, normally distributed , with zero m ean a nd variance (J" 2 .
The outliers' detection was done using statistics measuring the influence of one particular ob-
servation to the estimates. The statistic DFBETAS measure the influence of the observation
to estimation of regression coefficients (3. The observation is assurned to b e significantly influ-
ential if this statistic is higher than I, The statistic DFFITS and Cook's distan ce detect the
influence to estimation of the expected value of the observed variable. The first one m easures
the influence of the observation to the estimate of the expected value of this observation , the
second one to the estimate of the whole vector of exp ected values. The observation is as sumed
to be significantly influential if the value of DFFITS is higher than 3 Jr/(N - r+ 2), or if t he
value of distribution function of F-distribution, with rand n - r degrees of freedom , is higher
than 0.5 in the point of Cook's distance, where r is rank of the m atrix x. T he COVRATIO
statistic measures the influence of the observation to the standard error of the estimate . It is
significant if the absolute value of 1 minus COVRATIO is higher than 3r/(N - r ). Finally,
elements of the projection matrix, usually signed as H, can b e also used to study t he out.liers.
The observation is supposed to be influential if the corresponding diagonal element of this
matrix is higher than 3r / N. More about this diagnostics and determining of the crit ical values
can be found e.g. in [5].
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2.2 Water maze experiment
In the Morris water maze experim nt ach animal was 111 -)' sur - I r -p - '1 e II 2 t irn . T h
interest is in studying differences inlearning proce s a n I spat ial mem r in t ll Q P- . rl iti z d
and control rodents, It happened many t imes t hat th - a nim. 1 lid 11 t fin i he pl a tf rrn in
90 seconds and was removed from the wat r maz . In that .. s - t h b: rv: t i n ic ns r d
and it is necessary to use survival theory to study tll data. Frail ty 1110d -L ffer t h tool for
handling the longitudinal character of the data in the survival framcwork.
The notation commonly used in the survival analysis will b us ed b -low. ot that in thi '
study the "survival time" means the tirne which the animal n -eds t find t h platforrn , and
"death" means finding of the platforrn.
The commonly used procedure for modeling the relationship b etwe II thc covariates and t h
censored outcome is the Cox proportional hazards 1110 (1 1. It assumes th -) hazar I funct ion of
the i-th individual as
(2.4)
where Ao(t) is an unspecified nonnegative function of time called the baseline hazard. The x.;
is vector of explanatory variables for the i-th observation and (3 the vector of parameters to
be estimated, both of length p, Recall that the hazard Iunction is defined as probability that
the individual will die before time t + h if it is known that it is alive in tirn t , where the li is
close to O. ar, more precisely
, f (t)
A(t) == 11m P (t < T < i + hlIT > t) == S ( )'
h~O t
where the random variable T is the time of death, f(t) is its density and S(t) == P(T > t) the
survival function.
The important property of the Cox model is that the hazard ratio for two observations with
fixed covariates Xi and Xj is constant over time,
Ai(t) (x. -x .)'(3--==e 1, J
Aj(t) .
In some cases this property is violated and the hazard ratio depends on time. Then more
complex model should be used. In this study we will focus on the model, where the hazard
function is assumed to be
(2.5)
where the functions h j 's are known function of time. The dependency on time can be
interpreted in two different ways. First, the time dependent covariates can be assumed,
i.e. Xij(t) == Xij . hj(t). Second, the covariates are constant but the coefficient f3 change over
time, i.e. f3j(t) == f3j . hj(t). It means that the influence of covariates changes with tirne. In
our study only the second possibility is reasonable, because our covariates are fixed in the
beginning of the experiment.
To estimate the unknown vector of coefficients {3 the maximization of partial likelihood is
used. The log partial likelihood for model (2.5) in case there of no ties between observed
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(2.6)
times has the form
l((3) = t s, (x~(3 ( t ) - 1 g ( I E~;) X;(3 (t )) )
in which R(ti) is the risk set a t t he death t ime of t ll i-th in livid l é 1 t i, and 6i i an v 11t
indicator that is zero if the survival t ime of th i-t h indi vi Iual i ' cr n 'Ol' d and n oth rwis .
In our dataset the tied observations occ ur and t ll Efron approximat i II f t ll lik lih ood
function is used . Its formula can be found e.g. in [1 ] r [8] .
Although the function l ({3) is not a likelihood funct ion in t h - s -nse f b -~ i llg pl' P rt ional to the
probability of an observed dataset , it can be t reated as Iikelihood for purj ose of asymptot ic
inference. Denote the first derivative of log par ti allikelihood l ({3) as score v ctor U ((3) and th
r;egative second derivative of log parti allikelihood as inforrnation rnatrix I({3) . Th stimator
{3 of coefficients {3 is solution of the equation U ({3) == O and is .onsistent and asymptot ically
normaIly distributed , with mean {3 and variance equal to the inverse of exp ct - I valu of the
information matrix (EI({3)) - I. Because t. his expectat ion requires knowledge of th .cnsor ing
distribution, this value is usually unknown and it is est irna te d as th inv rse of observed
information matrix I -I (/3).
In our study there are repeated measurements for one individual, T he frailty models int ro-
duce the random effects into the Cox regression. Accordingly to t he m ixed effects model in
Section 2.1, we include the random term sp ecific for the animal into the Cox model to take
the correlation between measurements corresponded to orle individual into account . Then the
hazard function for the j-th measurement of the i-th animal has t he form
(2.7)
The C== ((1, ... , (n) is a vector of entirely independent randem variables with zero mean and
variance ()2. Their distribution will be discussed later.
The estimation of parameters in this model is based on the penalized Cox model. It ass umes
the variables C are latent variables that need to be est imated . The est imators of parameters
{3 and C are found by maximization of so called p enalized partial likelihood, defined as
pl ((3 , C; 1) == l ({3, C) - 9 (C; l' ) .
The l({3, C) is the Cox partial likelihood defined in (2.6), and the p enalty function g(C; 1)
add the penalty to "less desirable" values of C· Using different types of the penalty function ,
the priority is given for some values of C. The řt is nuisance parameter, it can balance t he
properties of the penalty function. In the case of frailty models the function 9 dep ends on the
distribution of (, the parameter l' controls the variance of random effect s.
The negative second derivation of penalized partial log likelihood is equal to
H((3, (,) = I((3, (,) - (~ _g~((,)) = I((3 , (,) + G((,).
The matrix I({3, C) is the information matrix of Cox model (2.4). Denote t he matrices H ==
H(/3, C;,), I == I(/3, C;,), and G == G(C;,). Instead of the inverse of mat r ix H, t he matrix V ==
H - IIH - I is used as the estimator of variance matrix of parameter est imators (/3 , C;,) . The
number of degrees of freedom for the model is equal to trace of the matrix H . V .
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To test the significance of t he covariat th W' I I t, P - t 't I' -II lik -lih d ra io t t c n
be used. Let assume that the null hyp otli sis is wri t t -' ll a: . ((3 ' (' )' == O C i.' h ont ra t
'" '" . "" ""
(p+n) x k matrix. The Wald test stat i t i ' is sugg 't d as ((3 ( ) (C H - 1C' )- 1({3 ( )'. T ll
likelihood ratio statistics is equal to two tirn s th diff -I' n e of P ll é liz -d log-lik -lih od of
the model and of the subrnodel defined by th null byp t h -sis .
The distribution of these two test statistics is 1n01'e cornplic. te I t bc II in t h DIOd I withou t
random effect. In [2] the distribution of the Wald stati .t ic i. ler iv - I for th a th nui arie
parameter , is known. In that case the distribu tion of the test tat i ti und r the null





where ti's are the eigenvalues of the rnatrix (CH-1C') -1(CVC') , and X i's are i ndependent
standard normal distributed random variables. The crit ical values of this distribu tion were
tabulated using the environment Rand the script can b found in Appendix. Using the usu al
X2 distribution with degrees of freedom equal to difference of degrees of freedom in the mo del
and the submodel is too conservative in this case.
In our study the variance of random effect, and consequently the pararneter řt is unknown.
As is written in [8], the formal justification of the asymptotic disuibut.ion of the test statistics
in this case is lacking. We used both mentioned distributions , the X2 distribution and the
distribution defined in (2.8), for evaluation of the p-values of the tests. We also proposed
a simulation method for the testing of submodeL
In this simulation procedure the Wald or the likelihood ratio test statistic is compared to
the test statistics computed from generated data. More precisely, the submodel is fitted, and
the survival function is estimated. New values of survival times are generated based on this
submodel, and the test statistic is calculated for this new data. T11e generation process is
repeated many times. The percentage of the values of the test statistic computed for the
generated data that have been greater than the value of the original test statistic is taken as
the p-value of the test. That means that the submodel is rejected if less than five percent of
the generated statistics are greater than the original one.
In this study the generation was repeated 5,000 times. The script of this simulation for the
environment R can be found in Appendix.
Both, the Wald test and the likelihood ratio test were used. Fortunately, the conclusions
based on these two tests using all three mentioned possibilities of evaluation of the p-values
are consistent for our models.
The other way to recognize the optimal model is offered by the Akaike information criterion
(AIC). It is based on the value of likelihood function for the particular model , but it takes
the number of unknown parameters in the model into account too. For the frail ty models, it
is defined as
AIC == -2pl((3, () + k . df.
The pl ((3, () is the penalized log likelihood, df is the number of degrees of freedom in the
model. The constant k was taken equal to 2 in this study. In addition, the conclusions based
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on the Ale with this constant qual to 3 whi hi ' rec unueud ed l ľl t l - . urv iv: I nalys is
framework e.g. in [1 ], are identica1.
Now let us return to the di st ri buti on of randem effe .t s C. It i ' I' " onable to hoo th
normaI or the gamma distributi on , both scal cl as its -xp .ted va lu - is qual to O. Th
normal distribution is symmetric aro und zero, contrary to t h - g ' n1II1a li t r ibuti on, T h
asymmetry provides extra low vaIues of risk for so ine indivi lu al s which c: n have s ns in
our situation, especiaIly for SOl11e QNP-sensi ti z cl an irnal . B t h di stributi ons were examined
and they give almost identical results. For t hc garIlllla di str ibuti II t ll ~ I) J llé lty funct ion 9 has
the form 1/, L((i - exp((i )), for t he nor rnal d ist r ibut ion it is equ: 1 to 1/(2,)) L (l . T he
nuisance parameter , is es t irnated using profile likeIihood Ol' restricted likelihood quat ion
for the gamma and normaI di stribution resp ectively. I ts value is found itera tiv ly.
More information about survival analysis and Cox 1110 lel can b e found e.g. in [1] Ol' [8], about
penalized and frailty models in [8].
2.3 Software
All analyzes were made in the environmcnt R [6] . The mixed efľects m.odels were fit t ed using
function lrne in package nlme. For the frailty models t he function coxph ill package survival
were used, with the term frail ty included into the forrnula. The import ant parts of code




3.1 Open field experirnont
On the open field, 23 animals were tested under two differcnt condit ions, with and witho it
stress. Most of them were measured two times, under both types of condit ions. So for cach
variable 43 observations are at disposal (one less for variable Iocomotion). The main interest
lies in study the effect of stress on the behavior of the rodents , cont rolling for the treatment
(QNP or control) . The linear model with random intercept , defined in (2.1) , was used to
model each of the seven variables separately.
Because of the non-normal character of the most of variables , the logarithmic transformation
was applied on all the variables except the locornotion, to improve norrnality,
The expected value of the variable of interest is assumed to dep end on the treatment and
on the stress conditions. Because it is reasonable to consider that the effect of stress differs
for the QNP-sensitized and the control animals, the interaction between treatment and stress
conditions is also included into the model. The intercept is assumed to be random, specific
for each animal. So the first model has the form
Yij == /30 + Ci + /31 . trt, + /32 . stress., + /312 . (trt * stress )ij + Eij· (3.1 )
The interaction term does not improve the model too much, it is highly non-significant for all
seven observed variables (the p-values are higher than 30 %, see table 3.1).
Consequently, the simplified model without the interaction term was fitted:
Yij == /30 + Ci + /31 . trt, + /32 . stress., + Eij· (3.2)
The p-values of tests of significance for fixed and random effects in this model can be found
in table 3.1. In table 3.2 the estimates of parameters in this model are shown.
Although the random effect is not significant on the level 5 % for three of the variables, it
is included to the final models, because the correlation between the two measurernents for
one animal seems to be very reasonable. Note the conclusions are the same based on the
models without random intercept. The model without random effect is used only to detect
the outliers in our dataset.
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Model (3.1) Mocl 1 (3.2) od 1 (3.3)
Variable treatment *st r ss tl' atm nt t re: ré nd m int -I' . , Out li r
Locomotion 0.6 464 < 0.001 0.2691 0.0001
Total fields (log) 0.4460 < 0.001 O. 18 0.1997
Fields (log) 0.7196 < 0.001 0.0 120 0.0525 C
02e (log) 0.7091 < 0.00 1 0.0244 0.0156 C J
Time (log) 0.4060 < 0.00 1 0. 1048 0.0365 C, K
Home base (log) 0.8691 < 0.001 0.061 8 0.0 180 C K
Duration (log) 0.2935 < 0.001 0.0072 0.0647 C
Table 3.1: The p-values for the inter acti on terrn in model (3.1) , a n I for t he fixeel an I random
effects in model (3.2). The detection of out liers is based on t ll mod 1 without ra nd em
effect (3.3).
Variable intercept (s.e.) trt. QNP (s.e.) stress (s.e.) () a
Locomotion 137.66 (26.1 ) 276.67 (36.37) 15.61 (14.13) 80.37 44 .03
Total fields (log) 4.8349 (0.1213) 2.2131 (0.1 496) 0.0981 (0.1246) 0.1976 0.4045
Fields (log) 2.2127 (0.1527) 3.1438(0.1956) 0.3620(0.1394) 0.3279 0.4502
02e (log) 0.5948 (0.1382) 0.9340(0.1809) 0.2669 (0.1153) 0.3334 0.3712
Time (log) 3.8722 (0.2193) - 1.7086(0.2827) - 0.3171(0.1953) 0.4886 0.6303
Home base (log) 2.5942 (0.1792) - 1.1579(0.2340) - 0.2840 (0.1509) 0.4278 0.4860
Duration (log) 5.8650 (0.1762) - 3.8890 (0.2 255) - 0.4548 (0.1613) 0.3764 0.5213
Table 3.2: 1'he parameter est imates in moelels (3.2).
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show that the rodent's behavior depends on the treatment , i.e. the QNP-
sensitized animals behave significantly different than the control animals, The QNP decreases
the values of the variables time, home base and duration and increases values of the other
variables. But more interesting is the effect of stress conditions. The effect is significant on
the 5 % level for three variables, namely for the variables fi elds , o2e and duration. From t his
it follows that the stress has influence to the animals' behavior, represented by these seven
characteristics. Because of non-significance of the interaction b etween treatment and strese
conditions, the effect of stress is identical for both, QNP-sellsitized and control anim als,
The stress affects the behavior in the similar way as the QNP treatment , i.e. the vari ables that
are higher for the QNP-sensitized animals than for the control animals are increased under
stress conditions, and vice versa. For instance, the mean value of logarithm of the vari able
duration for the non-stressed control animal is equal to 5.86. The same animal under stress
conditions has this variable lower, equal to 5.41. For the QNP-sensitized animal t he mean
value is much lower, it is equal to 1.98 under normal conditions an d to 1.52 under stress
conditions. For the variables time and home base, the QNP treatment decreases the values
too, but decrease under stress conditions is not significant. For the four other variables, the
QNP and the stress increase the mean values. The increment caused by st ress is significant for
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variables fields and observed-expected raiio but it i 'll t ignifi .a nt f r th - V' ri: bl locomo iion
and total fields. The fit ted mean valu s of all s v II ar iabk in liff r snt r at m nt group
can be found in t ab le 3.3.
Control aninial Q P animal
Variable no stress stress II l tl' -) 's str s '
Locomotion 138 153 414 430
Total fields (log) 4.83 4.93 7.05 7.15
Fields (log) 2.21 2.57 5.36 5.72
02e (log) 0.59 0.86 1.53 1.80
Time (log) 3.87 3.56 2.16 1.85
Rome base (log) 2.59 2.31 1.44 1.15
Duration (log) 5.86 5.41 1.98 1.52
Table 3.3: The mean values of the variables (logari thII1S of t ho var iables) for t he contro l and
QNP-sensitized animals, under stress and under norrnal condit ions . T he fitted values are
based on model (3.2).
Outliers checking
Outliers detection was based on the model withou t random effects, i.e. on t he model
řij == (30 + (31 . trt, + P2. stress., + Eij · (3.3)
The animals detected as outliers are summarized in table 3.1. For a ll of them, the statistic
COVRATIO has extreme value, i.e. the outlying observations increase the standard errors of
parameter estimates. In some cases the statistic DFFITS is significa nt ly high too , i.e. the
observation influences the estimate of expected value. Especi ally the cont rol anim al lab eled C
seems to be very influential in the analyses, AII measurements cor resp ond ing to this animal
tend to be closer to the values of QNP-sensitized animals than the other control animals '
measurements. Note that the one missing value of locomotion falls to the a nimal C too.
The analyses were repeated for the dataset without t he an imals detected as outliers. It means
that in the dataset only 38 measurements for each variable were included. The conclusions
about significance of fixed effects are exactly the same as for the whole dataset , and the
estimates of coefficients (3 does not differ much. Note t hat for this dataset , it seems not
necessary to include the random effect in the model for all variables excep t the locomotion
(tested at level 5 %).
3.2 Water maze experiment
The spatial memory and learning skills of rodents were t es t ed in a Morri s wa ter maze. The
trend in time which the animals need to find the platforrn is st ud ied . T he frailty model,
defined in (2.7) , is used.
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Figure 1.1 of mean profiles on pag 6 cl -érl y .h w, t hé t t h - t im r cl 'I' as a' t ll - . qu I C
number of trial increases , a nd t h is dcer as is II t lin a r . n .qu -II ly w - in 'Iu i t h - s -
quence number of trial and its second p ower to ou r III lel. he v: ri able tiumb T oj iruil rznge
from 1 to 24. Figure 1.1 also shows that th - r - ul t is infl u II ' .) i b: t h ié . II t i ' t h .kip
between the last observation in on day and t he first bserv: t i II in t h f II wing d ay - p -
cially for the QNP-sensitized animals. So t h llll rd -r -d fé .t r é ri abk dav i ' in ,Iu d in t he
model tOO. The interactions between t he dav and t h - V' ri abl - tium b T ol iruil and number oj
trial squared are added to allow tll change of ffect f lay in la t -I' tri: L. Finally t h m an
profiles differs for the two treatment group . (control . nd Q -s nsi ti zed ) an I '0 th variabl
treatment and its interactions with all variables ment ioned above '11' -) in .lud d too.
The factor variable dav takes four differcnt values so in fact there are thre Iuinmy variabl s .
They are defined as follows: day2 == I[day == 2], day3 == I[day == 3] and day4 == I[day == 4],
where I[A] is indicator of the event A.
In our richest model the hazard function for the j-th Hl -a urern n t of tll i -t ll animal 1S
modeled as
Aij (finding) r-:» Ao (finding) . exp (trti + trial, + tria!] + day j + trt, : trial , +
+ trt, : trial] + trt, : day j + trial , : daYj + trial] : day j +
+ trt, : trial , : daYj + trt, : tria!] : daYj + C-i) , (3.4)
where the variable finding means the time the animal needs to find t.he platformo Th randorn
effect is assumed to be normaIly distributed.
Many submodels of this model were tried, let us ment ion three of thern. Th richest submodel
without the variable trial squared can be pointed aut, i.e. the model
Aij (finding) r-:» Ao (finding) . exp (trti + trial, + dayj + trt, : trial, +
+ trt, : daYj + trial, : daYj + tr t, : trial, : daYj + (i)' (3.5)
To identify the optima1 submodel the Akaike information criterion and the likelihood ratio
test of submodels were used.
The lowest submodel derived from model (3.4) is model which includes the trial, trial squared,
dav, treatment and interaction between treatment and dav, i.e.
Aij(finding) rv Ao(finding) . exp (trti + tri ál, + tria!] + daYj + trt, : daYj + ( i)' (3.6)
The lowest submodel without the trial squared term includes all non-interaction terms and
interaction between trial and day and between time and treatment, i.e.
Aij (finding) r-:» AO (finding) . exp (trti + trial, + dayj + trt, : trial, + trial, : dayj + ( i). (3. 7)
The properties of these four models can be found in table 3.4. The model (3.6) is clearly the
best. So aur conclusions about the dependence of time the animal need to find the platform
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- 210g lik lih od df
Model (3.4) 4387.2 40.
Model (3.5) 4400.3 32. 4 65.9 0.109
Model (3.6) 4406.6 26.5 4459.6 0.1640
Model (3.7) 4411.2 2G.3 4463.9 0.0 542
Table 3.4: The (-2) log likelihood, number of degrees of fre dom and Akaik information
criterion for fitted models. In the last COlll11111 is the p-value of lik -lihood rat.io test of .ubmode ls
of the model (3.4), with the test statistic X2 distributed.
Effect coefficient standard e1'1'o1' hazard ratio p-value
trt QNP - 0.0358 0.2601 0.9648 0.9113
trial 0.3115 0.0683 1.3655 < 0.0001
trial2 - 0.0070 0.0023 0.9930 0.0026
day 2 0.7579 0.3027 2.1339 0.0125
day 3 0.7854 0.4369 2.1933 0.0728
day 4 0.5584 0.5429 1.7480 0.3052
trt Q NP, day 2 -1.2016 0.3081 0.3007 0.0001
trt QNP, day 3 -1.6718 0.3091 0.1879 < 0.0001
trt QNP, day 4 -2.0829 0.3211 0.1246 < 0.0001
()2 0.2977
Table 3.5: The parameter estimates in the model (3.6). The p-values are based on the Wald
test with the test statistic X2 distributed.
on the treatment and the sequence number of trial are based on this model. The parameter
estimates can be found in table 3.5. Let us note that all the results are almost identical in
the case the random effect is supposed to be gamma distributed.
The distribution of the test statistic in the case when the variance of random effect is unknown
is problematic, as is explained in the methodological section 2.2. Both the likelihood ratio
test and the Wald test were used to test the submodels. Three possible ways of evaluation
of their p-values were examined, assuming that the test statistics have asymptotically the X2
distribution, the distribution defined in (2.8), Ol' using the simulation described in Section 2.2 .
The results are shown in tables 3.6 and 3.7. The only important difference in the conclusions
comes in the tests for model (3.7). In this case the likelihood ratio test with the distribu-
tion (2.8) shows significant difference between the model (3.4) and the submodel (3.7), in
contradiction to the other distributions and the Wald test. However, we are interested mostly
in the test for the submodel (3.6) and the conclusions are consistent in that case.
To conclude, the model (3.6) was chosen as the most appropriate model for the hazard function
of the variable finding the platformo The estimated coefficients are presented in table 3.5. Note
that the effect of treatment in the first trial and the effects of the second and the third day
in the control animals are not significant, and they are included in the model to fulfill the
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p-va lue.. '
Test statistic 2 . d istr . (2. ) imulr ti 11di: tl'.
Submodel (3.5) 12.828 0.1191 0.12 0.09
Submodel (3.6) 17.881 0.2316 0.21 0.1752
Submodel (3.7) 22.062 0.0911 0.0 0.0667
Table 3.6: The test statistics and p-values of Wald tests of ..mbm I 1 of t he mod 1 (3.4).
p-values
Test statistic X2 distr. distr. (2.8) simulat ion
Submodel (3.5) 13.094 0.1098 0.11 0.1631
Submodel (3.6) 19.443 0.16 40 0.15 0.1772
Submodel (3.7) 24.0 45 0.0542 0.04 0.0830
Table 3.7: The test statistics and p-values of likelihood ratio tests of subrnode ls of the
model (3.4) .
hierarchical principle.
On figure 3.1 the fitted values of hazards, multiplied by (-1), in different trials and for control
and QNP-sensitized animals are plotted. Exactly, on the y-axis are the values of logarithm of
the ratio of hazard function for the QNP-sensitizcd Ol' control animal in the given trial and
the baseline hazard, multiplied by (-1), Ol'
Yij = - (81trt, + .82 trial, + .83 trial] + .84day j + .814trt, : day j ) .
The estimates of the hazard ratios in table 3.5 can be interpreted in the sense of risk that the
animal find the platformo
In the first trial, the risk of finding the platform is almost identical for the QNP-sensitized
and the control animals. But, in the last trial an important difference in risks for these two
groups is developed. The risk of finding is much lower for the QNP-sensitized, it is equal to
12 % of the risk for the control animals .
Now we focus on improvement in finding between the first and the last trial, in both treatment
groups separately. For the QNP-sensitized animals, the risk of finding is 5.08 times higher in
the last trial than in the first trial , For the control animals, the improvement is much more
important, the risk in the last trial is 40.79 times higher than in the first trial,
The effects of variable day can be understood as the effect of forgetting Ol' relaxation during
the night . This effect is different for the QNP-sensitized and for the control animals, For
the control animals only the first night has significant influence on the risk function. The
results in the second day are more than two times better than the results in the first day.
Between the third and the fourth day the risk of finding the platform decrease to its 80 %.
Other situation becomes for the QNP-sensitized animals. In that case during all the nights








Figure 3.1: The fitted values of haz ards, rnultiplied by (-1). T he black circ les and the solid
line correspond to the control animals , the white circles and the dashed line correspond to t he
QNP-sensitized animals. On the y-axis is minus logari thm of the mean values of the ratio of
hazard function for the QNP-sensitized or control animal in the given trial and the baseline
hazard. The verticallines separate different days.
between the second and the third day. Between thc third and the fourth day the risk decrease
to its 0.53 %. (Note that because of the number of trials' influence the actual decrease is a bit
lower.)
From this results we can conclude both the QNP-sensitized and the control animals learn the
arrangement of water maze. But for the QNP-sensitized animals the skills to find the platform




We conclude that the animal with quinpirole-induced obs isivc-compulsiv disorder behave
differently than the control animal. This result is valid both Oll tll op n fi Id and in the
Morris water maze, and is consistent with the Iiterature. Now t he rnain results and their
interpretation will be summarized.
In the first experiment, on the apen field, not Ol11y the effect of QNP treatrnent but also
the effect of stress was studied. It was found out, that the stres.' affect the animals' behavior
on the open field in the similar way as the QNP treatment . It means the variables that are
decreased by the QNP treatment are also decreased by the stress, and vice versa. TIlere is no
difference in the influence of stress on the behavior in the QNP-sensitized and in the control
animals .
The stress affects the behavior weaker than the QNP treatment. While the effect of the treat-
ment is significant for all seven variables measured on the open field, the stress is significant
only for three of them. That are the variables average tiumber ol visited fields, observed-
expected ratio ol home base visits, and duraiion per home base visit. Remember that the
non-significance of the other four variables does not mean that they are not affected by stress,
maybe the tests have not enough power.
Detailed results are provided in tables 3.2 and 3.3 on pages 15 and 16 .
The water maze experiment tests the learning process and the memory of rodents. The
repeated measurements for each animal were performed.
Different models were used to fit the hazard function of the time which animals need to find
the platform in the maze. It was found out that the trend in the tirne needed to find the
platform are different for the two treatment groups. The difference lies not in the effect of
the sequential number of trial but in the effect of the day.
If we interpret the effect of the sequential number of trial as the learning skills and the effect
of day as the spatial memory, it can be concluded that the learning skills are similar in the
animals with induced OCD and in the control animals but the memory is significantly worse
in the animals with induced OCD.
For the QNP-sensitized animals, the rest between two days affect the animals' results signif-
icantly. The time which these animals need to find the platform increases between the last
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observation in the one day and the first obs rvati n in th f II w ing I: y. In tll control ani-
mals, only the effect of the first night is significant , é. nd , n h -) . ntrary th J Q -s n itiz d
animals , it improves the res ults .
The parameter est imates for this model are shown in tabl 3.5 n p g - 1 .
Now it is time to me nt ion some problerns in lesign of this study and 'llgge .t i n for possib le
later analyzes of this dat aset.
In the open field experiment t he main probl ém lies in the lacking of inforrna ti on about t ime
order of the measurements under stress and under normal condit ions . W ithout t. hat we cannot
verify that the stress induced to the rodents in t he first tr i 'll wi ll 110t affe .t its r -sul ts in the
second trial,
Second, the seven variables measured on the open field are strongly cormected, ar we can say
highly correlated. It could be very interesti ng to study the re lat ion b tween t hese variables
and to find out the connection between rodents' behavior on the operl field and in the Morr is
water maze.
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The analyses were made in the environrnent R, version 2.1.
Open field
In the dataset field. csv each row records resul ts frorn one t. r ia l on the op n field. 111 t ll
columns are variables identification of the animal, its treat rnent (SALINE and QNP) the stress
conditions of the measurement (stress and no stress) and then the 111 as ured values of
variables characterizing the animal's behavior.
field=read.table("field.csv",header=F,sep=",")
eolnames(field)=e("animal","trt","stress","loeomotion","total.fields",




















# Analyzes of dataset without outliers






newdata=rnatrix(c ("SALINE", "SALINE" , "QNP II , "QNP" , "no s t r e s s " , "stress" ,
"no stress II , II stress II , II AII , II AII , II AII , II A") , ncol=3)
predict(rn1,newdata,level =O)
Water maze
In the dataset long. csv each row records resu1t for one trial in the water maze. In the
columns are identification of the anima1, its treatrnent (S ancl Q), numb r of t he tria1 , number
of the trial squared , number of the day and the indicator of cell..or ing (the variab1e cens is
equal to 1 if the animal found the platforrn and to O othcrwis ).
long=read.table(llong.csv",header=F)
colname s (Long) =c (" anirnal" , II trt II , II trial" , "tria12" , "day II , II cens ")


















































frail ty (anirnal, distribu't i on>'' gaussian II) ,data=long)





































l-distr(T,ei) # Wald test, distribution (2.7)
l-pchisq(T,df) # Wald test, chi-squared distribution
l-distr(L,ei) # Likelihood ratio test, distribution (2.7)
l-pchisq(L,df) # Likelihood ratio test, chi-squared distribution











































Tlarger/SIM # the p-value
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